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Site visit was arranged for ICI STUDENTS’ CHAPTER, VIIT Students of TE Civil by MIT 

College at Loni Kalbhor with 100 students accompanied by faculty members Dr.S.V.Patil, 

Prof.A.V.Pendse, Prof.S.A.Sahare and Coordinator - Mrs. A.G.Tanawade 

Visited Site was under construction at MIT College - Loni Kalbhor. The college had a pleasant 

campus with various under construction structures. The structures prominently consisted of 

dome, and good architectural aesthetic giving it a look of Mughal structural work. 

 

The structure was explained by Mr. Vishnu Bhise sir. The visit was aimed at providing 

information to student about mainly the construction of dome structures the details of site were 

as follow it consisted of a main central dome shaped building which was surrounded on four side 

by four pillars it was named as the vishwa-shavti bhawan the structure rest on 24 big pillars 

having 160ft diameter during original construction the diameter was 4ft lower diameter 25ft 

upper diameter the radius of the dome structure was 80ft and height of structure is 96ft. there was 

72 big trusses out of which 65 were completely erected and 7 were under erection between every 

2 trusses. There was a small truss placed. The trusses were laid in a pattern that the beginning of 



next truss could be fixed into the end of next truss. He explained about the mathematics and 

calculations they had worked out for the dome. The undergoing work was supported by cranes. 

The boom of the cranes was of 85m length. The scaffoldings were of iron malleable cast. The 

thickness was 2.5cm. It had upper cup and lower fitting for fixing and height adjustment of the 

scaffolding. 

 

It was a construction of the largest dome. Its diameter was 50 feet, it was totally supported by the 

scaffolding. 6 workers were able to work on the top. Centering plates and ring beams were used 

for concreting. The cement water ratio was 0.5. 

The column base was 9 inches and top was 7 inch. The height of column was 10.6ft. The load 

transfer was done from round columns to ground. The columns used M30 grade concrete and the 

slab had M35 with 7 inch thickness. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

The site visit was very useful. We got to know about the design concept, the mathematics behind 

the dome construction, working of scaffolding, use of crane for elevating the structures and full 

use of available resources. 

 


